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Complex Market 
Offerings

China Market Requirement & 
Operational Challenges
With rising customer expectations, companies need to overcome the operational  
challenges in the Order-to-Delivery (OTD) process to provide best-in-class 
customer experience

New Requirements in China Market
As China market becomes increasingly customer oriented, companies need to develop new capabilities to meet the higher expectations.

End to end Order-to-Delivery Process Operational Challenges

 • Faster customer order response

 • Quicker & on-time delivery

 • More flexible supply chain

 • More agile production scheduling

 • Lower end to end stock level

 • More intelligent operations

Shorter Order 
Cycle Time

Higher 
Flexibility

Higher 
Efficiency

Increased supply chain 
management complexity 

Configuration
Management

Resource
Allocation

Planning & 
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Transportation  
Logistics

Demand & 
Supply Planning

Order 
Management

Manufacturing 
& Production

Customer 
Handover

High demand fluctuation under
disrupted market

Misallocated resources to actual  
customer need

Lack of order process transparency  
to customer

Unbalanced scheduling leading to
limited efficiency and order fulfillment

Unexpected quality issues causing  
delivery delays or complaints

Lack of transportation  
segmentation on order priority

Difficulty in creating and maintaining 
standard exp. across channels

Inaccurate 
Forecast

Inefficient
Allocation

Siloed 
Operations

Inflexible
Scheduling

Unstable 
Quality

Delayed  
Delivery Time

Lack of Process 
Standardization
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Deloitte OTD Transformation 
Solution
Deloitte‘s offering provides actionable solutions from both business and technology  
perspectives and has achieved significant results

Operating Model Transformation
Develop and transform new operating model to fulfill new
business requirement

 • Direct sales model vs Wholesale model

 • Build to Stock model vs Build to Order Model

Process (Re)Design
(Re)design OTD process to address new business capability  
requirement

 • Segmented order fulfillment strategy and process

 • ETA design and management process

 • Production and supply flexibility process

Embedded Analytics Solution
Leverage advanced analytical tools to solve complex  
business challenges

 • Demand sensing platform

 • Quality sensing solution

IT System Enablement
Define and implement transformational system solutions to 
enhance operational capability

 • Order Management System

 • Automatic Constraint-based scheduling

End to end 
OTD
Transformation 
Solution

* Note: Business benefits estimation based on Deloitte’s historical project experience in auto industry

Our Uniqueness & Impact*

80% 
Order Fulfillment 

Rate Enhancement

70% 
Order Lead Time 

Reduction

50%  
Inventory Level 

Reduction

End to end 
Transformation 

Approach

Business Oriented & 
Result Driven Design

Heavily Embedded 
Analytics Solutions

Design To 
Implementation
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